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In this paper, we present a suite of innovative operations research models and methods, called OnTheMark (OTM); this

suite supports the effective management of human capital supply chains by addressing distinct features of human talent,

which cannot be handled via traditional supply chain management. OTM consists of novel solutions for: (1) statistical

forecasting of demand and human capital requirements; (2) risk-based stochastic human-talent capacity planning; (3)

stochastic modeling and optimization (control) of human capital supply evolutionary dynamics over time; (4) optimal

multiskill supply-demand matching; and (5) stochastic optimization of business decisions and investments to manage

human capital shortages and overages. The OTM suite was developed and deployed as an important part of the human

capital management and planning process within IBM, providing support for decision making to drive better business per-

formance. This is achieved through important contributions in the areas of stochastic models and optimization (control),

and the innovative application and integration of these models and methods in human capital management applications.

Key words: human capital management and planning; demand forecasting; risk-based capacity planning; stochastic

supply evolution; multiskill supply-demand matching; stochastic models; stochastic optimization and control.

Introduction

The services sector has grown over the last 50 years to dominate economic activity in most advanced

industrialized countries. In fact, recent Bureau of Labor Statistics data reveal that more than 75% of the

labor force in the U.S.A. is employed in the services industry, with increasing projections into the future;

and that services industry output represents 70% of the total industry output (in terms of U.S. dollars) Woods

(2009). A critical driver of success for any service delivery organization is its ability to manage and deploy

the skills, knowledge and competencies of its human resources – or less formally, “having the right people,

with the right skills, in the right place, at the right time”.Successful organizations realize that investments in

their people, including proper support for personal needs and career goals, are a key driver behind growth,

profitability and client satisfaction. This is especially true for providers of information technology services

like IBM who offer a broad range of service products, each requiring human resources with certain skills,

in markets characterized by highly volatile and uncertain client demands. As a result, forward-thinking
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businesses are beginning to invest in human capital supply chain methodologies as a major competitive

differentiator.

Over the past decades, organizations have achieved significant gains in effectiveness and efficiency by

developing advanced models of manufacturing and logisticssystems to optimize their supply chain opera-

tions. Although such traditional supply chain models & methods have a rich history within the operations

research (OR) community, they cannot be directly applied torelated problems in human capital supply

chains. This is because human resources are quite distinct from the inanimate machine parts in traditional

supply chains, and human resources must be managed in a manner that properly addresses these distinct

features and personal needs. Human resources are more complex to model than traditional supply chain

parts, and thus require new models & methods to capture and represent these complexities. Concepts such

as hiring, retaining and acquiring new skills, fundamentally influence certain characteristics of the opti-

mization problems relevant to human capital management, making them more difficult to model and solve,

but of critical importance to the successful management andplanning of human capital supply chains in

practice.

A prime example of the importance of effective human capitalmanagement isIntegrated Technology

Services (ITS), a business line within IBM Global Services. ITS is thepremier integrator of information

technologies in the services industry, with annual revenues of approximately $4 billion. Through its ten

Service Product Lines, ITS delivers a range of integration and support service products, henceforth called

service engagements (such as the design and implementation of a data warehouse),for all IBM hardware

and software products and beyond. The ITS business has a focus on human resources, with the vast majority

of costs for most ITS service engagements consisting of human services as opposed to those related to

hardware and software. Unlike machine parts in traditionalsupply chains, the human resources of the ITS

supply chain are not consumed during the service delivery process as they return upon completion of an

engagement, and thus represent a long-term capital investment. In addition, human resource productivity

and efficiency are critical factors that depend upon workload and utilization, whereas notions of productivity

and efficiency for machine parts is less sensitive to workload and utilization. Human resources also can

evolve in various complex ways over time, and are capable of deploying more than one skill at the same time

and across multiple service delivery engagements. Servicedelivery is further complicated by uncertainty

in resource staffing, simultaneous allocation of multiple resources (as engagements require different skills),

and resource sharing (as human resources time-share their skills across different engagements).

The ability to manage and plan human resources more effectively and efficiently, while addressing these

fundamental differences between human capital and traditional supply chains, is pivotal to ITS delivery of

service engagements. Looking for novel solutions to help optimize its human capital supply chain, in 2007
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ITS turned to IBM Research and initiated the development of OnTheMark (OTM), an end-to-end human

capital management & planning framework and methodology. OTM is comprised of innovative OR models

& methods that address the many challenges and complexitiesinvolved in the ITS human capital supply

chain. Specifically, we have developed capabilities to forecast demand for service engagements and their

resource requirements applying statistical and machine learning methods. We have derived new stochas-

tic modeling and optimization methods to provide a form of risk-based capacity planning that determines

the resource capacity levels to maximize business performance given forecasted demand. We have also

developed a novel approach to estimate available human resources in the future (namely, existing resources

and those obtained/retained via various business decisions and investments) and their skill composition

through the stochastic modeling and optimization/controlof supply evolution over time. We then deter-

mine an optimal matching of the future estimates of multi-skill human resource obtained from our supply

evolution models & methods against the resource capacity targets obtained from our risk-based capacity

planning models & methods. Finally, we optimize available business decisions and investments (e.g., hir-

ing, training, retaining) to address the resource shortages and overages estimated via this optimal multi-skill

supply-demand matching through a combination of our innovative mathematical modeling and optimization

solutions.

OTM has been deployed since 2008 and has become an essential part of the ITS human capital manage-

ment & planning process. OTM has helped ITS improve its management & planning of human resources and

skill composition as a basis for driving growth and profitability, and has helped to realize a major competi-

tive differentiation in the marketplace. In fact, based on our successful experience through the past couple of

years with quarterly ITS executive reviews worldwide, the OTM solution has consistently provided relative

revenue-cost benefits commensurate with 2-4% of ITS quarterly revenue targets over previously employed

approaches. Moreover, beyond its internal application on the ITS business, we have developed prototype

implementations of several OTM models & methods within IBM software platforms to support future IBM

solution offerings (both products and services) in the marketplace. We are also collaborating with IBM

product groups on the development of pilot solutions for a broad collection of clients that is based fully on

the OTM models & methods. The possibilities for using the OTMframework and methodology in a broader

application setting, beyond information technology services, are numerous and actively being pursued.

This paper presents an overview of the OTM human capital management & planning framework and

methodology, focusing primarily on the innovative mathematical modeling and optimization contributions

of the project. A high-level overview of the OTM solution methodology is provided first, followed by a more

detailed discussion of each set of OR models & methods. We conclude with a summary of our successful

worldwide deployment of the integrated OTM suite within ITS, including validation studies and business
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cases based on ITS data, and business impact on ITS and beyond. Throughout, we shall use the termskill to

generally refer to the full extent of human resource abilities, competencies, knowledge and skills. Examples

include database architect, Java programmer and network specialist.

Overview of Human Capital Management and Planning Solution

To address the distinct challenges and complexities of human capital supply chains in general, and partic-

ularly those arising within the ITS business, we developed OR modeling and optimization solutions with

the overall objective of determining the best resource capacity levels and investment decisions over time to

maximize business performance. While various investment decisions are available, in this paper we focus

on hiring, training, promotions and retention (incentivizing to reduce attrition) as representative decisions

available to ITS organizations. The OR solutions have been implemented as core capabilities & components

of the OTM human capital management & planning suite, which supports an end-to-end process for human

capital supply chains. OTM consists of: (I) demand forecasting; (II) risk-based capacity planning; (III)

supply evolution & optimization; (IV ) multi-skill shortage & overage optimization; and (V ) skill shortage

& overage management. Figure 1 illustrates these primary OTM elements and their interrelationships.

III

I IV

II

(Determine Human Resource Supply)

(Determine Skill Capacity Target)

(Determine Offering Demand) (Matching Target Against Supply)

Demand Forecasting

Risk−Based Capacity Planning

Supply Evolution & Optimization

Multi−Skill Shortage & Overage

VSkill Shortage & Overage Management

(Combination of II, II, and IV)

Figure 1 The flowchart illustrates the capabilities and inte rrelationships in the OTM suite of OR models and

methods.

Various business and organizational aspects of the ITS human capital supply chain greatly influenced

our partitioning of the OTM end-to-end solution among its constituent capabilities & components, depicted
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in Figure 1 and mapped to their corresponding OR models & methods in Table 1. This highlights another

important contribution of the OTM suite, namely the novel integration of this collection of OR methodolo-

gies. Moreover, the integrated OTM suite was designed to support interactive sessions that allow users to

evaluate different service delivery scenarios in real time, which includes scenario analysis under various

assumptions regarding supply, demand, business/economicconditions, and so on. This project requirement

in turn created additional methodological challenges to compute solutions of complex stochastic model-

ing and optimization problems in a very efficient manner to support such interative sessions and scenario

analyses.

OTM capabilities OR models and methods

Demand forecasting Logistic regression
Risk-based capacity planning Stochastic loss networks, stochastic optimization
Supply evolution and optimization Stochastic temporal models, stochastic optimization and control
Multiskill shortages and overages Mathematical programming
Skill shortage and overage managementStochastic optimization

Table 1 The table illustrates a mapping of OTM capabilities t o OR models and methods.

In addition to the use of OTM as an integrated suite, each OTM capability is used independently by

different organizations across ITS to support various business processes associated with the ITS human

capital supply chain. Given the various perspectives of itsdifferent ITS business users, the OTM capabilities

& components operate across a diverse set of management & planning horizons with time scales ranging

from weeks and months to quarters and even years. An overviewof the primary elements comprising OTM

is presented below, and then each of these elements is described in more detail in the sections that follow.

Demand Forecasting

A crucial first step in OTM human resource planning is demand forecasting (I in Fig. 1), which statisti-

cally characterizes the demand for each service engagementover a planning horizon of interest in terms

of revenue to the provider, number of service engagements tobe delivered, and human resources and skills

required to do so. Service engagements are usually described only in terms of revenue, duration and solution

type, without linkages to staffing templates (analogous to bills of material or bills of labor in traditional sup-

ply chains). To obtain a more accurate view of resource demand, we utilize statistical and machine learning

methods to estimate the resource staffing requirements of each service engagement. Statistical forecasting

techniques are also utilized to estimate the demand for eachservice engagement, which is then applied

together with our staffing templates to obtain a complete characterization of service engagement demand

and resource requirements. As an illustrative example of OTM demand forecasting output, we might respec-

tively have a forecast of ten, five, twelve and eight service engagements over the next four quarters to design
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and implement data warehouses (engagement demand), each requiring two database architects, four Java

programmers, a network specialist, and so on (staffing templates). Such demand forecasting (I) outputs

serve as input to each of risk-based capacity planning (II) and supply evolution & optimization (III).

Risk-Based Capacity Planning

The next component in OTM human capital management & planning concerns the need to determine the

capacity levels for resource skills that best satisfy the demand for these skills while also maximizing busi-

ness performance over time. This capability is often generically referred to as capacity planning. Given the

distinct features of human resources, the capacity planning requirements of human capital supply chains

created a need for new stochastic modeling and optimizationsolutions to determine the skill capacity targets

that maximize business performance given forecasted demand for service engagements. In traditional sup-

ply chains, product demand is often converted into machine part demand through bill of materials as direct

input to supply-demand matching. However, in human capitalsupply chains, it is critical to first analyze the

financial implications and risks associated with the distinct features of human resource skill capacity levels,

including longer term costs and complex dynamics, as a function of service engagement demand.

To address these challenges, we developed a risk-based capacity planning solution of OTM (II in Fig. 1)

that models the dynamics, tradeoffs and uncertainties associated with allocating human resources and then

solves a stochastic optimization problem based on this model to maximize business performance. The risk-

based capacity planning models consist of multi-class stochastic loss networks with simultaneous resource

allocation, where: losses model the risks of lost demand (and associated revenue) due to insufficient human

resources at the time of engagement delivery; the team of resources is required to jointly deliver the service

engagement; and the multiple classes represent different types of service engagements and resource skills.

Business performance is a function of the revenues for service engagement delivery, discounted by proba-

bilities associated with engagements at risk of being lost,and the costs for maintaining skill capacity levels.

Then we solve the corresponding risk-based stochastic optimization problem, with our stochastic loss net-

work as constraints, to determine the skill capacity targets that maximizes expected business performance.

The OTM risk-based capacity planning methodology addresses the revenue-cost dynamics and tradeoffs

between the risks of having insufficient resources with appropriate skills to deliver an engagement when

needed and the risks of having too many underutilized resources, both resulting in reduced profit to the

business. These revenue-cost dynamics and tradeoffs can beevaluated and optimized from various perspec-

tives by using our risk-based capacity planning in different ways. This includes evaluating and determining

the ideal resource capacity targets to maximize business performance (independent of existing supply) as

well as evaluating and determining the optimal resource capacity levels and business investment decisions

to achieve these levels in order to maximize business performance (subject to existing supply constraints).
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Our risk-based methodology operates over each interval of the planning horizon that consists of stochastic

behaviors invariant in distribution to shifts in time. As anillustrative example of OTM risk-based capacity

planning output, expected profit might be maximized over thenext quarter with 200 database architects and

500 Java programmers, whereas expected revenue might be maximized over the quarter under a 12% gross

profit margin constraint with 250 database architects and 600 Java programmers. The outputs of risk-based

capacity planning (II) over each time interval, which include corresponding skill capacity levels, serve as

input to each of supply evolution & optimization (III) and multi-skill shortage & overage optimization (IV).

Supply Evolution & Optimization

In parallel, another fundamental OTM component concerns the modeling and analysis of human resources

who are expected to be available in the future, taking into account hiring and attrition as well as adjustments

in human resource skill composition, and the optimization of additional investment decisions to control

the dynamics of the future evolution of such resource capacities and skill compositions. The dynamics

of resources are limited in traditional supply chains, and the available decisions are typically restricted to

ordering additional resources. Human capital supply chains, however, are often categorized by significant

and complex time-varying dynamics on the supply side, with many human resources acquiring skills, gain-

ing efficiencies and changing roles, some resources leavingand new resources being added. This all results

in substantial changes in the characteristics and skill composition of human resources over a given plan-

ning horizon. The significant flexibility and evolutionary dynamics of human resources created the need for

new stochastic temporal models of supply evolution dynamics. These time-varying evolutionary dynamics

also created opportunities and challenges for optimization to adjust the future resource characteristics and

skill composition through various investment decisions, such as training, promotions, other internal char-

acteristic/skill transitions, and incentives to reduce attrition, in addition to the standard hiring (ordering)

options.

To address these challenges, we developed a supply evolution & optimization solution of OTM (III

in Fig. 1) that first models these evolutionary dynamics of human resources to estimate future human

resource skill composition; and then solves a stochastic optimization (control) problem based on these mod-

els to maximize business performance over time. The supply evolution models consist of discrete-time,

time-varying, multidimensional stochastic processes whose states capture the number of human resources

with each combination of skills. The supply evolution optimization/control incorporates these discrete-time

human resource evolution processes together with decisionvariables consisting of hiring, training, pro-

motion and retention as well as the corresponding lead timesfor each such action. Then we solve this

multi-period stochastic optimization/control problem todetermine the set of discrete-time actions that adjust

future resource characteristics and skill composition to maximize expected business performance over time.
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As illustrative examples of OTM supply evolution & optimization output: a quarterly evolution of the

human capital supply chain without intervention might suggest shortages in both database architects and

Java programmers that result in lost revenue over the next few quarters; whereas expected profit might be

maximized over these next few quarters by hiring two database architects and four Java programmers while

incentivizing ten Java programmers to not retire. Such business investment decisions over planning hori-

zons comprised of stochastic behaviors that vary in distribution over time, together with the corresponding

resource capacity levels and skill composition over the planning horizon, serve as input to each of risk-based

capacity planning (II) and multi-skill shortage & overage optimization (IV).

Multi-Skill Shortage & Overage Optimization

The next component in OTM human capital management & planning concerns the analysis of skill short-

ages and overages as part of matching the multi-skill supplyto the demand. In a traditional supply chain,

where each resource provides a single type of function, the shortages and overages for skills would then

be determined as direct results of demand and supply quantities. On the other hand, the ability of human

resources to perform multiple types of functions, and to do so at the same time within one or more engage-

ments on which they are deployed, necessitates advanced forms of matching the multi-skill supply to the

demand.

To address these challenges, we developed an OTM multi-skill shortage & overage optimization solution

(IV in Fig. 1) that models the multiple skills of human resources over each interval of the planning hori-

zon involving time-invariant stochastic behaviors; provides a detailed analysis and optimization in which

the expectation of such multi-skill resources are matched to skill capacity targets to minimize a weighted

sum of the skill shortages and overages; and then expected shortages or overages for each individual skill

are computed under this optimal matching. We formulate the optimization problem for each interval of the

planning horizon as a linear program and solve this optimization problem over the multiple intervals com-

prising the entire planning horizon as a dynamic program. Bysupporting separate weights for the shortage

and overage of each skill, various business policies and priorities can be incorporated in this optimization

problem.

As an illustrative example of multi-skill shortage & overage optimization output, among a set of ten

human resources with both database architect and Java programmer skills in the next quarter and fourteen

such human resources in the quarter after next, six (nine) might be optimally matched to deploy database

architect skills with the remaining four (five) optimally matched to deploy Java programmer skills in the

next quarter (quarter after next). These multi-skill shortage & overage optimization (IV) outputs, including

the optimal matchings of multi-skill supply resources to skill capacity targets and the corresponding skill

shortages and overages across time intervals of both time-invariant and time-varying stochastic behaviors,

serve as input to each of risk-based capacity planning (II) and supply evolution & optimization (III).
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Skill Shortage & Overage Management

The final component of the OTM suite concerns the modeling andoptimization of business investment deci-

sions (e.g., hiring, training and retention) to manage the shortages and overages across all skills. To this

end, we developed an approach for skill shortage & overage management that combines our solutions for

risk-based capacity planning, supply evolution & optimization, and skill shortage & overage optimization

through an iterative procedure (V comprising the dashed box in Fig. 1). Specifically, our risk-based capac-

ity planning models & optimization (II in Fig. 1) are used to determine the resource capacity levels that

maximize performance. This is complemented by our supply evolution & optimization (III in Fig. 1) that

optimizes the evolutionary dynamics of future resource capacity levels and skill compositions together with

longer term investment decisions. Our multi-skill shortage & overage optimization (IV in Fig. 1) then deter-

mines the matching of multi-skill human resources against skill capacity targets to maximize performance.

The final resource planning solution (V in Fig. 1) is then obtained through a method of iteration among

these three OTM optimization components by exploiting their interactions, dependencies and various time

scales until efficiently converging to a fixed-point equilibrium (steady state). This combination of OTM

components within an iterative methodology (V) provides a set of investment decisions that manage skill

shortages and overages to maximize business performance. As an illustrative example of OTM skill shortage

& overage management output, to manage an overage of one database architect and a shortage of six Java

programmers, among others, over the next few quarters, it might be best to retrain one of the database

architects, hire four Java programmers and incentivize twoJava programmers from retiring.

The dynamics and uncertainties of such decision making within human capital supply chains occur at

different time scales, as is also reflected in the details of each of the components comprising the OTM inte-

grated suite of OR models & methods. Specifically, our risk-based capacity planning models & optimization

operate on stationary intervals (typically on the order of amonth or quarter) of the planning horizon; our sup-

ply evolution models & optimization operate across the entire non-stationary planning horizon (typically on

the order of a few quarters, a year or more); and our multi-skill shortage & overage models & optimization

operate across both stationary and non-stationary time intervals. Here, the notion of non-stationarity refers

to stochastic behaviors that vary in distribution over time, whereas stationarity refers to stochastic behav-

iors that are invariant in distribution to shifts in time over a sufficiently long time interval. We generally

consider planning horizons that include different forms ofdynamics and uncertainties, as well as different

forms of business investment decisions. These planning horizons represent non-stationary time intervals

that are comprised of multiple stationary subintervals, where the different forms of complex dynamics and

uncertainties change from one stationary subinterval to the next according to a general stochastic process.
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Demand Forecasting Models

An important first step is the forecasting of service engagement demand over future periods which is com-

prised of demand from three sources: (a)ongoing engagements – those already being delivered; (b)oppor-

tunities – potential deals at different stages in the sales pipeline;and (c)expected deals – various types of

deals expected based on market research and experience, butnot concrete enough for entry into the sales

pipeline. Service engagements typically require a collection of different skills, where the staffing templates

that link engagement types and expected revenue to skill requirements in human capital supply chains are

considerably more complex than the corresponding bills of material/labor in traditional supply chains.

Statistical forecasting techniques are applied to the latest delivery information to compute probabilistic

characterizations of the completion ofongoing engagements in future periods and the roll-off dates for

deployed resources. Forpipeline opportunities, we develop statistical models based on logistic regression

techniques to predict the probability of each pipeline dealbeing won (i.e., a service delivery contract is

signed) based on attributes such as lapse time and recent movement in the pipeline, client information,

deal size, and so on. These win probabilities are then used toprobabilistically characterize the number of

engagements of each type from the pipeline over future periods. (Note that our approach exploits logistic

regression as a preferred method in statistics for estimating binary outcomes and has no connection with

the 2009 INFORMS Franz Edelman Award Finalist work by IBM, Lawrence et al., which uses quantile

estimation of a single variable that couples revenue and winprobability, not the win probability in isolation.

This is because quantile estimation is more suited for estimating piecewise linear functions.) Forexpected

deals, the quarterly revenue targets and typical deal sizes are used to probabilistically characterize the

number of engagements of each type that are expected to be signed in order to make up the difference

between revenue targets and expected revenues from ongoingengagements and pipeline opportunities.

Given the lack of direct linkage between service engagements/opportunities and required resources, we

develop models to estimate the staffing requirements for each type of engagement. Following the statisti-

cal clustering methodology in Hu et al. (2007), we generate groups of similarly staffed engagements using

historical information on service engagement delivery. Such clusters for each type of engagement are vali-

dated and refined through discussions with subject matter experts. To address the evolution of these staffing

templates and the need for some degree of customization, we also develop an automated methodology for

generation and adjustment of staffing templates by exploiting the semi-supervised clustering and machine

learning framework studied in Hu et al. (2008a,b). The resulting dynamic taxonomy of staffing templates

provides critical input to ensure accurate forecasting of resource requirements from all three major engage-

ment demand sources.
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Risk-Based Capacity Planning

The estimates of demand and resource requirements for each service engagement from the demand fore-

casting models are provided as input to our risk-based capacity planning solution. Our goal is to determine

the skill capacity levels that best satisfy demand while addressing the complex trade-offs among revenue,

cost, and associated risks. To highlight some of the difficulties involved, consider a scenario demand fore-

cast for 10 service engagements over the next quarter. The best skill capacity levels to deliver this set of

engagements depend on the degree of overlap among the corresponding service delivery time processes. At

one extreme, if the delivery of all engagements overlaps, then 10 times the required staffing levels of one

engagement is required; at the other extreme, if the delivery of these engagements is disjoint, then only the

staffing levels of one engagement are required. Because the reality is typically somewhere between these

extremes, a model of these complex dynamics and stochastic behaviors is needed to appropriately deter-

mine the skill capacity levels that maximize business performance subject to service engagement demand

forecasts.

We therefore model the capacity planning problem as a stochastic loss network in which the risk of losing

service engagement demand (and associated revenue) due to insufficient capacity in one or more required

skills at the time the service engagement must be delivered is represented by the stationary loss probabilities

of the stochastic network. Here, the stochastic processes modeling service engagement “arrivals” are used

to represent the time epochs at which these different service engagements must be delivered. We note that

the loss of service engagement demand due to insufficient resources with required skills was a critically

important issue at the start of the OTM project and this, together with the cost-revenue tradeoff of having too

many underutilized resources or too few required skills, greatly influenced our choice to use a stochastic loss

network to model and optimize the capacity planning problem. The overall planning horizon (on the order

of several quarters) consists of a sequence of coarse subintervals, each on the order of a month or quarter

and involving a stationary loss network under a fixed set of parameters that changes from one subinterval

to the next according to a general stochastic modulation process. We then formulate and solve a capacity

planning optimization problem to determine the skill resource capacity levels for our stochastic loss network

that maximize business performance over the planning horizon.

Our derivations and theoretical results for the risk-basedcapacity planning models are based in part on

the slice methods developed in Jung et al. (2008) when restricted to the case of Poisson arrival processes

(which model the service delivery epochs from the demand), where we exploit some of these preliminary

results in this project for the management of human capital supply chains in practice. In addition to the

innovative application of these aspects of the slice methods as part of our risk-based capacity planning mod-

els under Poisson arrivals, we also extend these risk-basedcapacity planning model results and methods as
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part of this project to support more general arrival processes. This together with our new results and meth-

ods for stochastic risk-based optimization supports the accurate modeling of the uncertainty and dynamics

that characterize human capital supply chains as stochastic loss networks and our optimization of business

performance tradeoffs in the capacity planning of the ITS human capital supply chain. Furthermore, our

risk-based capacity planning models and optimization havebeen calibrated and validated against available

ITS data over time. All of these results (and additional results presented below) provide theoretical support

for our approach, which has proven quite effective across the full range of model parameters and instances

from ITS human capital supply chain data and business cases as part of this project.

Stochastic Risk-Based Models

We model each stationary period of the capacity planning problem as a stochastic loss network consisting

of a set of skillsI and a set of service engagementsK, where the delivery of service engagements involves

collections of skill capacities. In particular, the delivery of engagementk ∈ K requiresAi,k ≥ 0 units of

capacity from resources with skilli ∈ I, where each skilli hasCi ≥ 0 units of capacity overall. Instances

of engagementk (demand) need to be delivered according to an independent stochastic process. Such a

delivery opportunity is (at risk of being) lost if the available capacity for any skilli is less thanAi,k, and

otherwise the engagement is delivered by reserving capacity Ai,k for each skilli throughout the duration

of the service delivery. The engagement delivery duration times are independent and identically distributed

random variables following a general distribution with unit mean (without loss of generality). Engagement

delivery epochs and duration times are mutually independent.

Let us define

Ei := the stationary blocking event probability for skilli,

Lk := the stationary loss risk probability for engagementk,

nk := the number of active type-k service delivery engagements in the network in equilibrium(steady state),

n := (n1, . . . , n|K|)∈Z
|K|
+ , the active service delivery engagements vector in equilibrium,

wherei ∈ I, k ∈ K, andZ+ denotes the set of non-negative integers. Here,Ei represents the probability

in equilibrium (steady state) that service delivery arrivals encounter insufficient capacity for skilli (and

therefore create a risk of losses of the corresponding engagement demands, i.e., blocking events at the skill

level create a risk of corresponding loss events at the levelof engagement demands), whereasLk represents

the probability in equilibrium that service delivery arrivals (at the times these service engagements need to

be delivered) find insufficient capacity for one or more skills required for engagementk (and therefore the

corresponding engagement demands are at risk of being lost).
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Recall that

Ai,k := the amount of capacity from resources with skilli required to deliver engagementk,

Ci := the amount of overall capacity from resources with skilli,

whereA := [Ai,k] andC := (Ci). Note that thekth column of matrixA corresponds to the skill capacity

staffing template for service engagementk from our demand forecasting models. Then, by definition, we

have

n ∈ S(C) = {n∈ Z
|K|
+ : An≤C}.

When the engagement arrivals are properly modeled as Poisson processes with ratesνk, (i.e., the time

epochs when type-k service engagements need to be delivered as part of satisfying demand follow a Poisson

point process with rateνk), k ∈ K, then the above model is equivalent to the famousErlang loss model

which has been studied for over a century since the seminal work of Erlang Erlang (1917). In this model

instance, it is well known that the stationary distributionπ of n is unique and exhibits a product form given

by

π(n) = G(C)−1

|K|
∏

k=1

νnk
k

nk!
, G(C) =

∑

n∈S(C)

|K|
∏

k=1

νnk
k

nk!
.

Hence, the stationary loss risk probability for type-k engagements can be expressed as

Lk = 1−G(C)
−1

G(C−Aek),

whereek is the unit vector whosek-th element is one and all others are zero. The loss risk probability vector

L := (L1, . . . ,L|K|) plays an important role in our stochastic model and optimization as a measure of the

service engagements at risk of being lost, together with their estimated lost revenue.

However, due to the computational complexity of calculating the normalizing constantG(C), which is

known to be♯P -complete (a higher complexity class than NP-complete) in the size of the network Louth

et al. (1994), an Erlang fixed-point approximation has been long used as a more efficient alternative to the

exact Erlang loss formula. The Erlang fixed-point approximation is based on approximating the blocking

event probabilities of the individual skills,Ei, by a set of fixed-point equations, and then approximating the

loss risk probabilities for type-k service engagements,Lk, in terms of these skill blocking event probabili-

ties. Specifically,

Lk ≈ 1−

|I|
∏

i=1

(1−Ei)
Ai,k , ρi = (1−Ei)

−1

|K|
∑

k=1

Ai,kνk

|I|
∏

i′=1

(1−Ei′)
Ai′,k , (1)
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Ei ≈ E (ρi,Ci) , E(ρ,C) =
ρC

C!

(
C∑

n=0

ρn

n!

)−1

, (2)

where the last expression is the (exact) Erlang formula for the loss probability of an isolated skill with

capacityC under arrival rateρ. We refer the interested reader to Kelly (1991) for additional details on the

Erlang fixed-point approximation.

Even though the Erlang fixed-point approximation resolves the prohibitive computational costs of the

exact formula for the problem sizes of interest in this OTM project, it is also well known that the Erlang

fixed-point approximation can provide relatively poor estimates for the engagement loss risk probabilities

Lk in various model instances, which we certainly found to be the case when applied to our human capital

supply chain demand forecasts. To address this set of challenges, we first observe that by definition the

moden∗ of the stationary distributionπ(·) corresponds to a solution of the optimization problem

max
n

|K|
∑

k=1

nk logνk − lognk! subject to n∈ S(C). (3)

Next we define a natural continuous relaxation of the state spacen∈ S(C) and subsets of this relaxation

S̄(C) := {x ∈R
|K|
+ : Ax≤C} and S̄ℓ,k(C) := S̄(C)∩{x : xk = ℓ},

respectively, for which we first obtain the following optimization problem corresponding to (3):

max
x

|K|
∑

k=1

xk logνk − logΓ(xk +1) subject to x∈ S̄(C), (4)

wherex = (xk) is the corresponding continuous relaxation ofn andΓ(·) denotes the gamma function.

Then, for each service engagementk, we derive the following convex relaxation for (4) by exploiting

Stirling’s approximation (i.e.,logΓ(xk + 1) = xk logxk − xk + O(logxk)), ignoring theO(logxk) term

and restricting to each slice defined bynk = ℓ, for ℓ∈ {nk : n∈ S(C)}:

max
x

|K|
∑

k=1

xk logνk +xk −xk logxk subject to x∈ S̄ℓ,k(C).

We solve this optimization problem to obtain the modex∗(ℓ, k) of the distribution for each slicenk = ℓ,

which is used to obtain our approximation ofPr[nk = ℓ] as a function ofx∗(ℓ, k) for each slicenk = ℓ.

Namely,Pr[nk = ℓ] ≈ exp(q(x∗(ℓ, k))) whereq(x) =
∑

k xk log νk + xk − xk logxk. This then yields an

approximation forLk in terms ofE[nk] by exploiting the derived relationshipLk = 1− E[nk]/νk and the

definitionE[nk] =
∑∞

ℓ=0 ℓPr[nk = ℓ]. Specifically, upon restricting the range ofℓ to the polytope, we have

E[nk] ≈

∑

ℓ ℓ exp(q(x∗(ℓ, k)))
∑

ℓ exp(q(x∗(ℓ, k)))
.
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To reduce the computational complexity of this approach to that of the Erlang fixed-point approximation, we

also develop a 3-point slice method where the above convex relaxation is solved forℓ = 0, for the maximum

value ofℓ and for the modex∗ of the overall distribution, and thenx∗(ℓ, k) is approximated for all other

values ofℓ by interpolation between successive pairs of the 3 computedmodes.

It has been shown in Jung et al. (2008) that the above solutions are asymptotically exact in the following

limiting regime. Consider a scaled version of the stochastic loss network defined by the scaled capacities

C(N) = NC = (NC1, . . . ,NC|I|) and the scaled arrival ratesν(N) = Nν = (Nν1, . . . ,Nν|K|), where

N ∈ {1,2, . . .} is the system scaling parameter. Then the loss risk probabilities from the above slice methods

converge to the exact loss risk probabilities as the scalingparameterN tends to infinity.

In addition, as part of this OTM project, we have developed accurate solutions for stochastic loss networks

under general renewal arrival processes with ratesνk and (interarrival) variancesσ2
k (i.e., the time epochs

when type-k service engagements need to be delivered as part of satisfying demand follow a renewal point

process with parametersνk andσ2
k). Specifically, we derive a Gaussian fixed-point approximation based

on the corresponding underlying multidimensional Gaussian process in which the loss probabilitiesLk for

type-k engagements are given by (1) together with

Ej = G (ρj , σj,Cj) , G(ρ,σ,C) = 1−N

(
C − ρ

σ

)

, (5)

where the last expression is the one-dimensional Gaussian process for an isolated skill with capacityC under

interarrivals with meanρ−1 and varianceσ2, andN (·) is the standard normal distribution function. We have

established asymptotic exactness of our Gaussian fixed-point approximation under the above large network

scaling. This asymptotic exactness follows from an instance of the central limit theorem for conditional

random variables resulting from the capacities and arrivalrates growing together. We have also proven

strict dominance of the sliced-based methods in terms of accuracy over previous Erlang approximations

by deriving and comparing large deviations results for the exact Erlang formula, the Erlang fixed-point

approximation and our slice based methods. Throughout our ITS deployment over the past couple of years,

we have found our risk-based capacity planning models to yield accurate solutions.

Stochastic Risk-Based Optimization

Although stochastic loss networks model the dynamics and complexities of risk-based capacity planning,

our objective is to determine the skill capacity levels thatmaximize business performance over the plan-

ning horizon. Specifically, we formulate and solve a stochastic capacity planning optimization problem to

determine the skill resource capacity levels (namely, the capacity vectorC∗) for a stochastic loss network

(with capacity requirement matrixA, arrival rate vectorν := (ν1, . . . , ν|K|) and, in the case of general

renewal arrivals, interarrival variance vectorσ := (σ1, . . . , σ|K|)) that maximize business performance over
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a long-run planning horizon. We shall assume that the lengthof each subinterval is sufficiently long for

the multidimensional stochastic process modeling the lossnetwork to reach stationarity, where the multiple

time scales involved in human capital supply chains provideboth theoretical and practical support for our

stationary stochastic approach. Focusing on a single stationary subinterval, in order to simplify the presen-

tation, our objective function is based on rewards (revenues) gained for delivering engagements that can be

serviced at the time of their required delivery epoch (arrival) and on penalties (costs) incurred as the result

of deploying resource skill capacity levels. More precisely, our objective function is given by

max
C

|K|
∑

k=1

uk (1−Lk)νk −

|I|
∑

i=1

vi Ci, (6)

whereuk is the base revenue rate for service engagementk andvi is the base cost rate for skilli resource

capacity. The constraints of this optimization problem include our foregoing approximations for the loss

risk probabilitiesLk for each engagement of the stochastic loss network. Constraints of the formLk ≤ βk,

for βk ∈ (0,1], can also be included in our formulation to guarantee a desired serviceability level or mar-

ket share. We also considered in this project related optimization formulations which include maximizing

revenue or minimizing cost subject to constraints on the gross profit margin or on cost/revenue targets.

The above formulation yields a nonlinear program and our solution exploits its properties based on our

results for the underlying stochastic loss network with either Poisson or general renewal arrival processes.

This includes our establishing that, for a stochastic loss network under the preceding large system scaling

by parameterN , the solution of the above stochastic optimization problemconverges asymptotically, in

the limit asN tends to infinity, to the optimal solution under the exact loss probabilities. In practice, our

experience has found the sizes of the risk-based capacity planning optimization to be sufficiently large so

as to obtain accurate solutions.

Another set of properties we exploit includes determining aregion of capacitiesC that ensures the arrival

rate vectorν (and the interarrival variance vectorσ, when arrivals come from a general renewal process)

will be served with loss risk probabilities of at mostL. This region characterizes fundamental properties

between the skill supply capacity and engagement demand loss-probability vectors that can be exploited to

efficiently search the feasible region in our stochastic capacity planning optimization problem. In particular,

we establish that, for a loss network scaled by parameterN , there exists a constantδ(N) such that for

any given feasible loss risk probabilitiesLk(N) and any small positive numberǫ≪ 1, the capacity vectors

C(N) that achieve these loss risk probabilities fall within the region defined by the following system of

polynomial equations and inequalities, for each skilli and engagementk:

log(1−Lk(N)− δ(N)N−1/2+ǫ) ≤ −

|I|
∑

i′=1

Ai′,kEi′(N), (7)
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ρi(N) =

|K|
∑

k=1

νk(N)Ai,k

|I|
∏

i′=1,i′ 6=i

(1−Ei′(N))Ai′,k , (8)

ρi(N)(1−Ei(N)) < Ci(N) < ρi(N)(1−Ei(N)) + 1/Ei(N). (9)

These polynomial equations and inequalities can be shown tohold with respect to our loss risk probability

approximations under both Poisson and general renewal arrival processes.

The above polynomial equations and inequalities characterizing the feasible region of our risk-based

capacity planning optimization problem are instrumental in significantly improving the efficiency of its

solution. Specifically, by incorporating the polynomial equations and inequalities (7) – (9) into our opti-

mization problem, adding the corresponding constraints onLr and exploiting the methodologies developed

in Lasserre (2001), we obtain a near-optimal solution with polynomial computational complexity and prob-

abilistic accuracy guarantees. To this end, we convert sucha polynomial optimization problem into a pos-

itive semidefinite program that can approximate this optimization problem as closely as desired. We first

combine the polynomial equations and inequalities (7) – (9)with cost and revenue functions ofL andC,

along with the introduction of Lagrangian multipliers. Then we formulate the problem as a polynomial opti-

mization problem over a compact setC defined by these polynomial equations and inequalities, where the

objective functiong(x) is anm-degree multivariate polynomial having representation
∑

α gαxα such that

xα = xα1

1 . . . xαn
n forms the basis of the space of them-degree polynomials with(gα) the coefficient vector

of g(x) and
∑

i αi ≤ m. We then exploit the theoretical results established in Lasserre (2001) to compute

solutions of our capacity planning optimization problem with provable probabilistic accuracy guarantees in

polynomial time.

The preceding formulation considers only the costs of deploying resource capacity levels without address-

ing the costs of adjusting capacity levels and skill composition through business decisions and investments.

This approach was taken both to elucidate the exposition andbecause the first-phase of risk-based capac-

ity planning as part of our end-to-end solution is used to determine the ideal skill resource capacity levels

from a business/financial perspective. Our formulation andsolution, however, is quite general and easily

extends to incorporate the costs of decisions/investmentsfor realizing resource capacity levels. We then use

this in combination with the supply evolution & optimization and skill shortage & overage optimization

components of OTM to determine the optimal skill resource capacity levels and to optimally address skill

shortages and overages. Additional details along these lines are discussed in subsequent sections.

Finally, we note that the previous study in Bhadra et al. (2007) considers the structural properties of a

multi-period stochastic loss network model under Poisson arrivals whose solution is obtained via the Erlang

fixed-point approximation. The resulting properties do notgenerally apply to our multi-period stochastic

loss network model under renewal arrival processes nor to our solution of the stochastic network using

either slice method.
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Simple Illustrative Example

To illustrate the complexities of risk-based capacity planning and the benefits of our approach, we briefly

present a stochastic loss network example consisting of three skillsS1, S2, S3 serving two service engage-

ment typesTI , TII . While the capacity forS2 is shared by both engagements, the capacity forS1 andS3

independently supportTI andTII , respectively, whereTI (TII ) consume one unit ofS1 (S3) andS2. The

arrival epochs for when engagements of typeI andII need to be delivered follow independent Poisson

processes with rates20 and10, respectively. LetC1, C2, C3 denote the capacity ofS1, S2, S3, respectively.

Generally speaking, the higher the capacities, the lower the loss risk probabilities. However, resource

sharing among the service engagements (S2 in this example) can create complex interactions among the

resource capacities. In this specific example, which sheds light on the complex dynamics in the general

problem, we observe that the simple operation of increasingthe shared skill capacity by one unit can result

in dramatically different loss risk probabilities for a given demand depending on the different parameter

regions in which the system operates. Figure 2 displays the corresponding results for this simple example.
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Figure 2 The graphs show an example of risk-based capacity planning.

In Case 1, we fixC1 = 10 andC3 = 10, and increaseC2 from 16 to 26. We observe that, while both

loss risk probabilities decrease monotonically, the ratesof decrease for the two engagement types are quite

different. We further see that for the same engagement type,the rate can vary quite significantly for different

values ofC2. In Case 2, the capacityC2 = 20 andC3 = 10 are fixed, andC1 varies from9 to19. The example

indicates that increasing one unit ofC1 can have a very different impact on the loss risk probabilities of

different engagement demands. Specifically, increasing one unit ofC1 results in a decrease in the loss risk
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probability ofTI , but increases the loss risk probability ofTII . Intuitively, this is because under the current

parameter settings,S1 is a bottleneck forTI , i.e., when a type-I engagement is lost, it is more likely due to a

lack ofS1 capacity. By increasingS1 capacity, we allow more type-I engagements to be accepted. But this,

in turn, results in more of the common resourceS2 being utilized byTI , and hence the loss risk probability

of TII will increase. Furthermore, these complexities significantly impact the question of optimal capacity

levels, as can be observed from the expected profit curves forboth cases in Figure 2.

More generally, in larger and more realistic instances of our risk-based capacity planning model of human

capital supply chains, it is not possible to distinguish thedegrees of sharing among the skills, given the

complex interactions and dependencies among the service engagements and their skill requirements. Thus,

the effects of changing skill supply capacity on engagementdemand loss risk probabilities is often very

complicated, which is further complicated in turn by the complex dynamics and interactions underlying the

optimization of capacity levels, and hence both require advanced OR models & methods.

Finally, we consider a representative application of risk-based capacity planning using ITS data. Figure 3

plots expected profits, revenues, and costs on the y-axis as afunction of risk tolerance constraints along the

x-axis. The leftmost set of results represents the solutionthat maximizes expected profit. The risk tolerance

constraints become more tight as we move to the right along the x-axis, where the rightmost set of results

represent when most of the demand being satisfied. We observethat although expected revenues increase

as more demand is satisfied, expected costs also increase andtend to do so at a faster rate. This applica-

tion illustrates how executives can use risk-based capacity planning to determine the best way to operate

their business with respect to expected revenues, costs, and profits, revenue loss-risk tolerances, and other

business and economic concerns.

Supply Evolution and Dynamics

The management of future resource and skill capacity levelsover a long-run planning horizon is another

fundamental aspect of human capital supply chains. Our goalis to understand the evolution of human-

talent levels over time and determine the best actions to adjust these evolutionary dynamics. To highlight

some difficulties involved, consider a common scenario in the military in which a long period is required

for one to reach the highest ranks (e.g., General). Steps must be taken at all levels of this human capital

supply chain (e.g., recruiting, training, experience, andpromotions) to ensure that enough talent is avail-

able at all levels, with lower-level ranks feeding higher-level ranks over time. A model of these complex

dynamics and stochastic behaviors is needed to determine appropriate talent levels that maximize expected

performance over time, subject to supply, demand, and organizational constraints. This challenge involves

stochastic modeling and analysis of the evolutionary dynamics and flexibility of human capital, including
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Figure 3 The graph shows an example business application of risk-based capacity planning.

future internal transitions (e.g., promotions, certification, and training) and future external transitions (e.g.,

hiring, attrition, and acquisitions). The time scale of these dynamics is typically on the order of days, weeks,

or months, whereas the overall planning horizon is often on the order of months, quarters, or years.

To capture the various sources of uncertainty in these complex supply dynamics, we model the future

temporal evolution of human resources and skill composition as a discrete-time multidimensional stochastic

process in which the dynamics and uncertainties vary over time. For this purpose, we leverage data on cur-

rent supply, historical data and information on human resource dynamics and business/economic conditions,

as well as input from subject matter experts. In addition to probabilistically estimating future resource and

skill capacity levels, the dynamic evolution over time of human resource characteristics and skill composi-

tion can be influenced in desired directions through variousbusiness investments/policies and in response

to uncertain and changing business/economic conditions. We therefore formulate and solve a multi-period

stochastic optimization (control) problem based on our supply evolution model to determine the future

evolution of human resources and skill composition throughavailable investment decisions in order to

maximize business performance over time. Such available investment decisions in each period include hir-

ing, training, promotions, other internal characteristic/skill transitions, and incentivizing to reduce attrition,

together with the lead times associated with each of these actions.

To model and optimize the human capital supply chain evolutionary dynamics at temporal granularities
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dictated by business operations, we use a multiperiod discrete-time stochastic process defined over a plan-

ning horizon comprised ofT + 1 periods. Although our OTM approach is completely general, the time

granularity most often used is monthly and quarterly periods.

Stochastic Evolution Models

Our stochastic supply evolution models are based on aggregating people into human capital groups accord-

ing to attributes of interest. Examples include all talent and skills relevant to the business, and other factors

such as levels of competency, productivity, proficiency, and certification. Because each person comprising

the supply side is capable of attaining and employing a collection of attributes, our supply evolution models

are more precisely based on aggregating people into human capital groups according to various combi-

nations of attributes. Within each period of the planning horizon, individuals make dynamic transitions

between these human capital groups. Such dynamic transitions include both internal and external transitions

that lead to a complex stochastic network topology, both within each period and from one period to the next

across the planning horizon.

Consider a model comprised of five human capital groups: C programmers, Java programmers, SQL

programmers, programmers proficient in C and Java, and programmers proficient in Java and SQL. Now

consider the evolution of individuals among these human capital groups over a single period. People are

hired into each group or attritted out of each group with certain probabilities, such as the probability that

some number of C programmers are hired (attritted) within the current period. Similarly, probabilities are

associated with internal transitions among human capital groups, such as the probability with which some

number of C programmers become equally proficient in Java programming. The corresponding sets of prob-

abilities depend upon the period in which the dynamic transitions occur and the number of C programmers at

the start of this period. We exploit properties of this complex network topology to obtain scalable solutions

for our stochastic supply evolution models; one example is sparse matrix methods, given that transitions

tend to be localized.

Our stochastic supply evolution models consist of a discrete-time, multidimensional stochastic process

that records the number of people in each human capital group. Now consider a portion of this stochastic

process corresponding to the population of a single human capital group (e.g., Java programmers). At the

start of the planning horizon, we will know with certainty that the organization has a specific number of Java

programmers, thus yielding a single state for each human capital group at time0. At the next period, the

state space of the stochastic process then needs to allow forall possible populations within the human capital

group of Java programmers, governed by the corresponding set of transition probabilities. For example,

assuming a current count of Java programmers at time0, the number of Java programmers will increase or

decrease to a specific number of Java programmers at time1 with a corresponding set of probabilities for
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hires and internal transitions into this human capital group and for attrition and internal transitions out from

this human capital group. Upon considering this portion of the stochastic process for all possible populations

and expanding this view to the entire stochastic process across the large number of human capital groups,

we clearly have a prohibitive curse of dimensionality problem as the state space blows up.

To address this curse of dimensionality, we consider a decomposition of the discrete-time stochastic

process that records the expected number of people in each human capital group. This renders a single state

for each human capital group and an analogous set of probabilities that governs transitions from one state

to another within each period and across periods that comprise the planning horizon. More formally, recall

that I denotes the set of skills labeled byi. Because each resource comprising the supply is capable of

employing a subset of different skills, let us define

J := the family of subsets of the set of skillsI that are possessed by human resources,

in which case the types of resources comprising the supply consist of elements ofJ , labeled byj. Note that

these resource typesj can include factors such as productivity and efficiency levels. Now we define

yj(t) := the expected number of resources of typej at timet,

hj(t) := the expected number of hires of typej over the time interval[t, t+1),

aj(t) := the expected amount of attrition of typej over the time interval[t, t+1),

wherey(t) := (y1(t), . . . , y|J |(t)), h(t) := (h1(t), . . . , h|J |(t)) anda(t) := (a1(t), . . . , a|J |(t)) represent

the corresponding human capital state, hiring and attrition vectors, respectively, forj ∈J andt = 0, . . . , T .

The complex dynamics of evolving human capital supply chainresources and skills over time need to be

properly captured in our stochastic temporal models of human resource evolution. To this end, we define

pj,j′(t) := the stationary probability that a type-j human resource transitions to become a type-j′ human

resource over the time interval[t, t+1), where
∑

j′∈J pj,j′(t)≤ 1.

In other words,pj,j′(t) represents the probability of transitions from statej to statej′ over the interval

[t, t+1). When type-j attrition is strictly positive (aj(t) > 0), the above inequality is strict (
∑

j′∈J pj,j′(t) <

1) and1−
∑

j′∈J pj,j′(t) represents the stationary probability that a type-j resource leaves the human capital

supply chain through attrition. The corresponding human capital evolution one-step transition probability

matrix is given byP(t)≡ [pj,j′(t)]j,j′∈J . Note that by making the transition probability matrices and model

vectors functions of the time intervalt, our stochastic models support time-varying behaviors of various

forms (including seasonal effects) for the evolution of human capital supply chain dynamics.
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A wide variety of approaches to set the parameters of our stochastic temporal models were investigated

as part of this project. Based on a considerable amount of historical data and information, we found that

an approach which extracts the base model parameters, such as one-step transition probabilities, from this

historical human capital supply chain data and informationprovided accurate predictions. In particular, let

Nj,j′(t) := the number of transitions from statej to statej′ over the time interval[t, t+1),

for all j, j′ ∈J . Then the elements ofP (t) can be calculated as

pj,j′(t) =
Nj,j′(t)

∑

i∈J Nj,i(t) + aj(t)
, ensuring that 1−

∑

j′∈J

pj,j′(t) =
aj(t)

∑

i∈J Nj,i(t) + aj(t)
.

Other model parameters can be calculated from historical data/information in an analogous manner. Our

experience with this approach for predicting future resource and skill capacity levels has been in excellent

agreement with realized capacity levels over time during the past couple of years.

It is important to note that, in a few cases, we needed to slightly adjust our use of the data in the above

approach to maintain a high degree of accuracy in the human resource capacity estimates. This was essen-

tially due to two causes: events that were not representative of actual business trends (e.g., one-time acqui-

sition events) or a lack of statistical confidence in the number of samples from the data for some states. In

the case of one-time events, we worked with subject matter experts to filter out the impact of these events

from the data so thatNj,j′(t) properly represented the number of transitions with respect to future business

trends. An analogous approach was taken for other events that might bias the statistics to deviate from actual

business trends, including the use of business rules to factor out, as a representative example, errors result-

ing from human data entry mistakes. In the case of small sample sizes, we leverage standard statistical tests

on eachNj,j′(t) to first verify a sufficiently large sample to guarantee a desired margin of error. Whenever

this statistical test fails, we aggregate similar skills into a combined typêj to obtainNĵ,j′(t) whose sample

size is within the desired margin of error and then, upon solving the resulting stochastic temporal model,

we probabilistically distribute the estimated human resource capacities for typêj into its constituent skills

j.

Recall thathj(t) represents the expected flow of human resources into statej due to hiring over[t, t+1)

and thatyj(t) represents the expected number of resources in statej at the beginning of this time interval.

Then the net dynamics for human resources of type-j over each time interval[t, t+1) are given by

∑

j′ 6=j

yj′(t)pj′,j(t) : the transitions into statej from other human resource types over the time interval;

yj(t)
∑

j′ 6=j

pj,j′(t) : the transitions to other human resource types from statej over the time interval;
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yj(t)(1−
∑

j′

pj,j′(t)) : the outflow of human resources from statej due to attrition over the time interval.

More precisely, fort = 0,1, . . . , T − 1, we have

yj(t+1) = yj(t) +hj(t) +
∑

j′∈J :j′ 6=j

yj′(t)pj′,j(t)− yj(t)
∑

j′∈J :j′ 6=j

pj,j′(t)− yj(t)(1−
∑

j′∈J

pj,j′(t)),

= hj(t) +
∑

j′∈J

yj′(t)pj′,j(t),

or in matrix form (using column vector notation)

y(t+1) = h(t) +P(t)y(t). (10)

Upon iterating this equation for everys = 1, . . . , T , it follows that

y(s) =
s−1∑

t=0

(
s−1∏

t′=t+1

P(t′)

)

h(t) +

(
s−1∏

t=0

P(t)

)

y(0),

from which we obtain the terminal human capital supply chainstate vector

y(T ) =
T−1∑

t=0

(
T−1∏

t′=t+1

P(t′)

)

h(t) +

(
T−1∏

t=0

P(t)

)

y(0).

Stochastic Evolution Optimization

Although discrete-time, multidimensional stochastic processes model the dynamics and complexities of

human capital evolution, our goal is to determine the investment decisions and policies that influence human

capital supply chain dynamics in desired directions over the planning horizon. The driving objective is

to maximize expected profit across all periods, where revenues depend upon demand and costs include

maintaining and achieving the skill capacity levels, noting that maximizing expected revenue or minimizing

expected cost subject to constraints on gross profit margin or on cost and revenue targets is included within

our solution framework and methodology.

To this end, we associate costs and rewards with each state ofour stochastic supply evolution models.

Namely, the costs and rewards for each state are captured as functionals of the number of people in the

state and the amount of time they spend in the state. For example, the per-period costs for C programmers

at a specific experience and proficiency level include the corresponding salary and benefits (e.g., medical,

pension) as a function of the state population, with the analogous per-period rewards including revenues

driven through service delivery as a function of the population and demand for this state. Cost and reward

functions are also associated with transitions between states, where the costs and rewards for transitioning

from one state to another is a function of the states involvedand the number of people making the transition.

For example, the per-period costs and rewards for a set of C programmers becoming equally proficient
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in Java programming include training costs and related service-delivery revenues. Our stochastic supply

evolution optimization models associate lead times for anyavailable actions taken with respect to each

state transition (e.g., hiring). These lead times capture the delays between the time the action is initiated

(e.g., hiring starts) and the time the result of the action isactually realized (e.g., new employee comes

on board). Note that adjusting transition probabilities between states within the corresponding stochastic

decision process represents investments, policies, and actions such as training and promotion.

Then, in addition to skill composition trajectory, our stochastic optimization models characterize the

evolution of expected cost, revenue, and related financial metrics of the human capital supply chain over

time as functionals of the discrete-time stochastic process. Specifically, let us define

cj(t) := the expected cost (e.g., salaries, benefits) of human resources of typej at timet,

c(t) := (c1(t), . . . , c|J |(t)), the human capital supply chain cost vector at timet,

where j ∈ J and t = 0, . . . , T , and denote byK(t) the expected total cumulative costs of all human

resources over the time interval[0, t), t = 1,2, . . . , T . We then haveK(T ) =
∑T

t=1[c(t) · y(t)], where

[c(t) ·y(t)] = c1(t)y1(t)+ . . . + c|J |(t)y|J |(t) under appropriate independence assumptions. The expected

cumulative revenues are obtained in an analogous manner where the expected revenue for each periodt

is a function ofy(t), subject to the componentwise demand constraints. Expected profit over the planning

horizon is computed as a function of these revenue and cost metrics, including factors such as productivity

and efficiency levels that depend upon human capital type, workload, and utilization.

We therefore have also developed solutions for a corresponding stochastic optimization problem based

on our stochastic temporal models to determine the best evolution of the human capital supply chain over

time in order to maximize business performance. To this end,we rewrite the system dynamics equation (10)

into the following discrete-time linear dynamical system:

y(t+1) = y(t) +B(t)u(t), where B(t) =
[

B̃(t) In −In

]
, u(t) =





Pnum(t)
h(t)
a(t)



 . (11)

Here, then×n2 matrixB̃(t) captures the sparsity patterns of from the one-step transition probability matrix

P(t), and then2 × 1 vectorPnum(t) is the vector of decision variables for transitions betweenstates. We

refer toy(t) (u(t)) as the state (decision) vectors of the dynamical system at time t. Our goal is to choose

the decision vectorsu(0), . . . ,u(T − 1) that maximize business performance over the planning horizonT .

We consider a general objective function of the form
∑T−1

t=0 [c(t+1) ·y(t+1) +d(t) ·u(t)], wherec(t)

andd(t) are respectively the state and decision costs at timet. Because this objective is linear in the state
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and decision vectors for the model instances herein, we formulate the minimization problem as a linear

program with decision variable vectorz and weight vectorw given by

z =













y(1)
...

y(T )
u(0)

...
u(T − 1)













; w =













c(1)
...

c(T )
d(0)

...
d(T − 1)













.

Our business objective is to maximize expected profit subject to forecasted demand for resource skills

over the planning horizon. We also considered in this project related optimization formulations that include

maximizing revenue or minimizing cost subject to constraints on the gross profit margin or on cost/revenue

targets. Hence, the vectorc(t) corresponds to the negative profit contributed by each resource of typej

present in the system at timet, denoted by−Pj(t). It is important to note that these profit functions include

factors such as productivity and efficiency levels that depend upon resource type, workload and utilization.

The linear program has two different forms of constraints, one on the state vectors due to system dynamics

and another on the control vectors due to physical considerations. We assume the initial state vectory(0),

weight vectorw and set of demand forecast vectorsdem(t) to be given. The system dynamics constraints

dictate that equation (11) holds, for eacht = 0, . . . , T − 1, which we compactly write as

Mz = ỹ(0)

where

M =








In 0 . . . 0 0 −B(0) 0 . . . 0

−In In . . . 0 0 0 −B(1) . . . 0
...

...
.. .

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . −In In 0 0 . . . −B(T − 1)








, ỹ(0) =








y(0)
0
...
0








.

For each resource type, the total internal flow of resources within the system should be balanced, i.e., sum to

zero. More precisely, for each timet and appropriately defined matrixQ(t), the vectoru(t) should satisfy

Q(t)u(t) = 0T×1, rewritten as






Q(0) · · · 0n×(n2+2n)

0n×(n2+2n)

. . . 0n×(n2+2n)

0n×(n2+2n) · · · Q(T − 1)






︸ ︷︷ ︸

Q̃






u(0)
...

u(T − 1)




 = 0nT×1,

or in standard form
[

0nT×nT Q̃
]
z = 0nT×1.

To simplify the presentation, let us initially suppose thatthe resource staffing levels at timet are limited to

not exceed the demand forecastdem(t). We then have some inequality constraints that arise from physical
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considerations, which clearly requirez≥ 0. The total outflow of resources of typej also has to be less than

the current number of type-j resources, which we express by an inequality of the formR̃z≤ ỹ(0).

We now have the complete specification of our linear program,which can be expressed as

min
z

w · z

subject to Mz = ỹ(0); [0 Q̃] z = 0; z≥ 0;

R̃z≤ ỹ(0); [InT 0nT×(n2+2n)T ] z≤






dem(1)
...

dem(T )




 .

The output of this linear program provides an optimal vectorz∗ from which we can cull the relevant infor-

mation regarding optimal state and decision vectorsy∗(1), . . . ,y∗(T ) andu∗(1), . . . ,u∗(T ), respectively.

Turning now to our general formulation, various additionalconstraints can be incorporated by appending

or modifying the inequality constraints of the linear program. This includes using historical data on attrition

to lower bound the outflow from a resource type. An important generalization used in this project is to allow

the retention of surplus human capital resources in the optimization state space. Initially, to elucidate the

exposition, our stated objective drove staffing levels to a profit-maximizing optimal point which is upper

bounded by the demand forecast. However, given the costs of staffing decisions (e.g., hiring and training),

the time-varying system dynamics over the planning horizonand the nature of statistical demand forecasts, it

is often preferable to retain resources in excess of demand estimates. Without provisions for the retention of

surplus human capital, the optimal decision for a scenario with temporary dips in demand lasting one quarter

might very well be to allow attrition during that quarter only to rehire resources of the same type in the very

next quarter. This is clearly an undesirable solution from both a cost and human resource perspective.

In our general optimization formulation supporting human capital retention, we introduce an additional

variable,sj(t), for the surplus of resource-typej. Hence, the state vectory(t) is comprised of two parts:

the utilized portion of human resourcesy(t) − s(t) and the surplus portions(t). Then the preceding for-

mulation of the linear program is modified, first by expandingthe decision variablez to include the sur-

plus vectorss(1), . . . , s(T ). The weight vector will correspondingly be appended with the revenue vectors

rev(1), . . . ,rev(T ), whererev(t) is the vector of expected revenues earned by the different resource types

in periodt. Finally, instead of capping the total number of resources of each type by the demand forecast,

we only upper bound the number of utilized resources, namelyy(t)− s(t)≤dem(t), t = 1, . . . , T .

Illustrative Examples

To illustrate the complexities of supply evolution and optimization and the benefits of our approach, con-

sider a simple application scenario starting with the evolution of a single skill. Using historical data, we

predict a significant increase in attrition in November and December because of baby-boomer retirements.
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Furthermore, the demand forecast for this skill is relatively steady for the subsequent months (see the black

curve in Figure 4). This suggests that there will be a significant shortage in this skill relative to demand

under these retirement predictions. To mitigate this problem, we investigate the possibility of incentivizing

some of this attrition to postpone retirement until enough people with this skill can be brought on board.

We model the behavioral responses of baby-boomer retirees as a concave function of increasing incentives

where the higher the incentives, the larger the fraction of people who are willing to postpone retirement, with

diminishing returns. For this representative scenario, our supply evolution optimization solution determines

the set of investments to maximize profit relative to forecasted demand (see the red curve in Figure 4).
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Figure 4 The graph shows an example of supply evolution and optimization.

In contrast, many organizations would never realize the upcoming shortage because of future retirements

under this scenario until it is too late; thus, they will loseconsiderable revenue while trying to catch up over

the hiring lead time, as the green curve in Figure 4 shows. Somewhat more enlightened organizations might

realize this upcoming shortage in advance. However, they will hire enough people to fill this shortage as

they believe to be the case in September without understanding that transitions into this skill will naturally

occur over the next few months; thus, they will hire too many (too few) people and create a future skill

overage (shortage) problem (see the blue curve in Figure 4).

Skill Shortage & Overage Models and Optimization

We have now obtained the skill capacity targets on the demandside from our risk-based capacity planning

optimization and the multi-skill human resources on the supply side from our supply evolution & optimiza-

tion. We next take these targets and expected resources as input and determine the optimal matching of the

latter to the former. The overall planning horizon (on the order of a year) consists of a sequence of coarse

subintervals, each on the order of a month or quarter and involving a shortage & overage model under a
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fixed set of parameters that changes from one subinterval to the next according to a general stochastic mod-

ulation process. We then formulate and solve across these stationary periods the skill shortage & overage

optimization problem to determine the matching of skill capacity targets and multi-skill human resources

that minimizes a weighted sum of the expected shortages and overages for each period. Any existing or

pre-determined assignments of skill resource capacities can be incorporated as constraints in the shortage &

overage optimization problem and then our solution optimally matches the remaining multi-skill resources

to the remaining demand, both over the entire planning horizon. The solution of our shortage & overage

optimization also computes the skill shortages and overages under the optimal supply-demand matching.

We capture the fundamental aspects of this optimization problem for each stationary period using a linear

programming formulation. Recall thatI denotes the set of skills, labeled byi, and thatJ denotes the family

of subsets of the set of skillsI possessed by human resources, labeled byj. Next we define

Ti := the capacity target for skilli∈ I,

Aj := the expected number of available human resources with skillsubsetj ∈ J ,

Si := the expected shortage for skilli∈ I,

Oi := the expected overage for skilli∈ I,

Mi,j := the amount of human resources capable of employing skill subsetj that are matched to employ skilli.

Then our objective is to determine the matchingsMi,j of multi-skill human resourcesAj to skill capacity

targetsTi that minimize a weighted sum of the skill shortagesSi and overagesOi, i∈ I, j ∈J . We cannot

allow the matching of human resources to employ a skill that they do not possess, and therefore we enforce

the constraintMi,j = 0 for all i∈ I which are not an element of the subsetj ∈J , with Mi,j ≥ 0 otherwise.

All human resources need to be matched, thus implying
∑|I|

i=1 Mi,j =Aj for all j ∈ J . The shortages and

overages must satisfy a balance equation in which the sum of skill matchings and expected shortage equate

with the sum of corresponding skill targets and expected overage, or more precisely

∑

j∈J

Mi,j + Si = Ti + Oi, ∀i∈ I.

Our use of weights for each skill shortageSi and overageOi in the objective function helps to facili-

tate skill priorities and importance factors when matchingmulti-skill human resources to the skill capacity

targets. For example, it might be desirable to push the optimal matching toward “hot” skills (to reduce

shortages of such skills), all else being equal, and similarly to push the optimal matching away from “com-

modity” skills (to reduce overages of such skills). In addition, it can be desirable to include preferences

among the subsets of skills in multi-skill supply-demand matching. To this end, we introduce an additional

family of variablesZi,j that represent the remaining amount of human resources capable of employing skill
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subsetj ∈ J that are not matched to employ skilli ∈ I. This causes the above set of matching constraints

to become
∑|I|

i=1Mi,j +Zi,j = Aj, ∀j ∈ J . We also need to enforce the constraintZi,j = 0 for all i ∈ I

that are not an element of the subsetj ∈ J , with Zi,j ≥ 0 otherwise. Then, whenever subsetj is preferred

over subsetj′ for skill i, we addMZi,j +Zi,j′ in the objective function whereM is a large real number

according to the big-M method for solving linear programs; see, e.g., Bertsimas and Tsitsiklis (1997). More

precisely, our shortage & overage optimization with preferences for each stationary subinterval consist of

solving the linear program

min
Mi,j

|I|
∑

i=1

(wS
i Si + wO

i Oi) +
∑

i,j,j′

(Mi,j,j′Zi,j + Zi,j′), (12)

subject to the foregoing constraints, wherewS
i andwO

i are weights for the expected shortages and overages

associated with skilli ∈ I, respectively. Of course, settingZi,j equal to0 for all i, j yields our shortage

& overage model and optimization without preferences (but with weights). The solution to our overall

multi-skill shortage & overage optimization problem across multiple stationary subintervals under a general

stochastic modulation process is then obtained by solving the corresponding dynamic program.

Skill Shortage & Overage Management

Once all expected skill shortages and overages have been determined by solving the multi-period version

of the linear program (12), we lastly consider the set of business investment decisions to manage these

expected shortages and overages. Our approach is based on a combination of each of the optimization capa-

bilities of OTM, namely risk-based capacity planning, supply evolution & optimization, and skill shortage

& overage optimization. More specifically, an initial first-phase application through our end-to-end solution

process results in: (a) risk-based capacity planning providing the ideal resource capacity targets based on

business/economic considerations and the dynamics of the human capacity supply chain within each quar-

ter; (b) supply evolution & optimization providing the estimated human resource capacities and required

investments across future quarters to realize these capacity levels; and (c) multi-skill shortage & overage

optimization providing the optimal matching of expected multi-skill human resources to skill capacity tar-

gets.

Note that the intra-quarter dynamics are captured by each instance of our risk-based optimization and

the inter-quarter dynamics are directly captured by our supply evolution & optimization, while both the

intra-quarter and inter-quarter dynamics are respectively captured by single- and multiple-period instances

of our shortage & overage optimization. This partitioning of the overall OTM solution is based on various

business and organizational aspects of the ITS human capital supply chain. Given these dependencies and

interrelationships among the different problems and solutions, we develop a subsequent-phase iterative
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procedure that combines all three optimization components. First, the costs of hiring, training and retaining

are additionally incorporated into the risk-based capacity planning optimization. Then its skill capacity

output and the skill composition output of the supply evolution & optimization are optimally matched via

the skill shortage & overage optimization. This skill matching output is then fed in turn to both the risk-

based capacity planning optimization and the supply evolution & optimization for updates on the business

investment decisions to act upon. The entire process is thenrepeated until convergence to equilibrium

(steady state).

The general formulation of our risk-based capacity planning optimization incorporates the full set of

resource capacity costs which include the costs of adjusting human resource capacity levels as well as the

costs of maintaining the desired levels of resource capacity. In this general formulation, the objective (6) is

augmented to include the costs for hiring additional capacity possessing skilli, training existing capacity

to acquire skilli, and retaining existing capacity with skilli, where existing capacity takes into account

estimation of attrition and internal transitions from our supply evolution & optimization. The capacity vector

C used in the objective function and in the stationary loss network is also augmented to reflect the sum of

existing and retained capacity for skilli and new capacity for skilli based on hiring and training. More

precisely, the objective for our general risk-based capacity planning formulation is given by

max
C

|K|
∑

r=1

uk (1−Lk)νk −

|I|
∑

i=1

vi Ci −

|I|
∑

i=1

vH
i CH

i −

|I|
∑

i=1

vT
i CT

i −

|I|
∑

i=1

vR
i CR

i ,

whereCi = CE
i +CH

i +CT
i +CR

i , vH
i is the cost rate for hiring skilli capacity,vT

i is the cost rate for training

skill i capacity,vR
i is the cost rate for retaining skilli capacity, andCE

i , CH
i , CT

i andCR
i is the amount

of capacity existing, hired, trained and retained for skilli, respectively. In addition to maximizing profits,

our risk-based capacity planning optimization can be used to maximize revenue or minimize cost subject to

constraints on the gross profit margin or on cost/revenue targets, as previously noted. The constraints of the

optimization problem can also include a budget for hiring costs, training costs, and retaining costs, either

jointly or separately, which has proven especially useful in practice where various business investments are

managed by different organizations each having their own budget.

OTM Business Benefits

The OTM integrated suite of OR models & methods has been implemented and successfully deployed

around the world to support the management & planning of the ITS human capital supply chain. In this

section we discuss various aspects of the business benefits realized through the deployment of OTM over

the past couple of years. We first summarize the vast set of validation studies over this period which demon-

strates excellent agreement between the OR models & methodsof OTM and real-world ITS business out-

comes. We then present a representative collection of business cases based on recent ITS data that highlight
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the significant benefits of our OTM solution methodology overprevious approaches used by ITS, which

includes business cases where the final end-to-end OTM solution provides a200% improvement in expected

profit. We conclude with reviews of the OTM impact on the ITS business over the past couple of years,

which consistently show relative quarterly financial benefits commensurate with 2-4% of the ITS quarterly

revenue targets, as well as efforts to support future IBM solution offerings (both products and services) in

the marketplace.

Validation Studies

Our successful experience with the worldwide deployment ofthe OTM suite to manage and plan the ITS

human capital supply chain includes a detailed analysis of the accuracy of each capability & component

comprising the OTM solution methodology over the past couple of years. A feedback loop was instituted

from the start to validate OTM predictions and results against actual business outcomes and available data

from ITS. In addition, quarterly reviews have been conducted on a regular basis with ITS executives to track

and evaluate the accuracy of the OTM end-to-end solution. Such validation of our OR models & methods

throughout the OTM deployment has consistently demonstrated excellent agreement between the outputs of

OTM modeling and optimization solutions and the corresponding business outcomes realized in practice.

Specifically, we have observed a typical accuracy range of 85-90% for our pipeline revenue forecasts,

which represents an error reduction of more than 100% over forecasts computed using the win probabilities

estimated by sales representatives. The accuracy of the overall resource demand in terms of total hours has

been observed to be generally higher than 90% relative to quarterly revenue targets. Our experience demon-

strates that the loss risk probability estimates predictedby the OTM risk-based capacity planning models

have been within a few percentage points of ITS data on real-world engagement losses. In other words, we

found that the business was in fact suffering engagement losses that matched the predictions from our risk-

based capacity planning capability. We have observed the accuracy of the OTM supply evolution modeling

capability to consistently be within a few percentage points in estimating the skill resource composition of

organizations on the order of thousands or larger over planning horizons of up to one year. The accuracy of

such estimates for smaller organizations on the order of hundreds were consistently found to be within 12%

of the real-world evolution of skill resource composition over planning horizons of up to one year.

Business Cases

The OTM suite supports the ITS end-to-end human capital management & planning process through both

the individual and collective real-world application of its innovative OR solution methodologies. This

includes service engagement delivery, resource capacity planning, service engagement portfolio manage-

ment, sales-delivery interlock, and higher level strategic planning. These business processes and related
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resource investment decisions are now based on the insightsand information obtained via the advanced

analysis and decision support capabilities of the OTM suite. Since its original deployment in 2008, OTM

has helped ITS in making profitable and effective business decisions at different time scales. To highlight

the benefits and successful use of OTM capabilities within ITS, in this subsection we briefly present a

few business cases based on recent ITS data to which the various OTM capabilities have been applied.

These include representative comparisons that demonstrate the benefits of our models & methods over the

approaches used by ITS prior to the deployment of OTM.

Risk-Based Capacity PlanningThe OTM risk-based capacity planning capability, designedas a deci-

sion making aid for delivery executives, supports the detailed analysis and optimization of the complex

financial/business risks and tradeoffs associated with different service delivery models and strategies, as

well as the investigation of different policies and investments ofHuman Resources (HR) organizations to

drive revenues while maintaining acceptable levels of costs and risks. This includes the stochastic analy-

sis and optimization of business investments and capacity profiles that best balance the tradeoffs between

the costs of maintaining and achieving resource capacity levels and the revenues of satisfying and grow-

ing service engagement demand. In practice, risk-based capacity planning can be applied in three different

ways, thereby providing business users with the greatest insight and flexibility in determining the most effi-

cient and effective manner in which to manage and operate their business. First, one can fix revenue targets

in some way and then determine the optimal skill capacity levels that minimize cost while achieving the

desired revenue targets (or gross profit margins). Second, one can fix capacity costs and then determine

the optimal skill capacity levels that maximize revenue while achieving desired cost targets (or gross profit

margins). The final application is to determine the optimal skill capacity levels that maximize profit (as

originally described).

As a representative business case of the benefits obtained byapplying this OTM capability within the ITS

capacity planning process, for a quarterly planning of132 skill types and216 service engagement types,

we observe that the optimal OTM risk-based capacity planning solution provides significant improvements

over the deterministic solution approach previously used by ITS based on linear projections of the demand

at the skill level (as described in more detail in subsequentsections). Specifically, in the cost-minimizing

application, since both solutions guarantee the same revenue targets, the aggregate loss risk probability

across all engagement types will also reach roughly the samelevels. In stark contrast, the portfolios of

skill capacity levels under the two solutions are quite different, with risk-based optimization providing a

superior portfolio through lower loss risk probabilities for engagements with relatively high profit margins

and lower capacity levels for engagements with relatively low profit margins. While the individual loss risk

probabilities for different engagement types obtained under the two approaches vary by more than15% in
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this business case, the risk-based optimization yields a solution with a42% reduction in expected capacity

costs. In the revenue-maximizing application, risk-basedoptimization tends to increase the capacity levels

for those skills that are critical to engagements with relatively high profit margins or relatively high usage

across a wide range of engagement types (with relatively good profit margins). Hence, the optimal risk-

based solution renders reductions in both the aggregate loss risk probability level across all engagement

types and the individual loss risk probabilities of most engagement types. The aggregate loss risk probability

is 5% under risk-based optimization, as compared to23% under the previous linear projection approach.

This in turn yields a35% increase in expected revenue. In the profit-maximizing application, risk-based

optimization determines the ideal balance of the tradeoffsbetween engagement revenues and capacity costs.

We observe that this instance of risk-based optimization provides a100% increase in expected profit over

that obtained under the previous ITS approach. While our risk-based solution yields lower expected revenue

for this business case, it also renders significantly lower capacity levels than the previous linear projection

approach, both for individual skill capacity levels and in the aggregate. These cost reductions in turn yield

a significant increase in expected profit.

Supply Evolution and Dynamics The supply evolution & optimization capability provides decision

making support for HR organizations, allowing users to analyze historical human capital trends and dynam-

ics, perform predictive modeling of future human capital dynamics, model future scenarios to understand

the effect of different investments/policies on human capital trends/dynamics, and optimize strategic deci-

sions relative to business goals. We next describe results comparing the estimated evolution of human

capital from OTM capabilities with that provided by previous ITS approaches. Specifically, we consider

the staffing levels predicted by two different forms of OTM supply evolution & optimization: (a) supply

evolution models (SEM) using historical transition information; and (b) supply evolution & optimization

(SEO) using the costs of investments together with SEM and forecasted demand. The staffing levels from

these two OTM capabilities are then compared against the corresponding approaches previously used by

ITS: (a) linear projections of growth and shrinkage in resource skills based on historical hiring and attrition

trends for each skill in previous quarters; (b) myopic policies that adjust skill capacity levels to address a

certain fraction of the skill shortages and overages relative to forecasted demand.

We consider a particular aspect of the ITS business and perform quarterly evolutions of the ITS resource

supply. As a representative business case, we use an ITS dataset comprised of around 500 skills (including

different levels of competency in each area). For SEM, we calculated historical hiring, attrition and transi-

tion (from one skill type to another) amounts from quarter toquarter and applied them to parameterize the

OTM supply evolution models for future quarters. To demonstrate the richer dynamics captured by SEM,

we contrast the predicted staffing levels for different skills with that achieved by the deterministic approach
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previously used by ITS based on historical hiring/attrition trends. Figure 5 presents the staffing levels for

three skills looking eight quarters out into the future (with current quarter Q0) under both approaches. We

observe, on the one hand, that SEM tends to provide better predictions of future staffing levels by preserving

various business cycles and dynamics as is evidenced by the moderate degrees of periodicity and growth

in the supply predictions. SEM is able to faithfully reproduce intricate business cycles and staffing patterns

because it captures the essential features and corresponding parameters of the dynamics of the human cap-

ital supply chain. On the other hand, the previously used ITSapproach based on linear projections leads

to over- and under-staffing because it ignores important dynamics such as the probabilities associated with

transitions between states of the human capital supply chain; refer to, e.g., skill 3 in Q4 and skill 1 in Q4 in

Figure 5.
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Figure 5 The graphs compare supply evolution models and linear projections.

Finally, for a given demand forecast over the next four quarters, we present results that contrast the profit-

optimal staffing decisions obtained from SEO with those provided by the previous ITS myopic approach
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that adjusts capacity levels up to a certain fractionα = 0,0.1, . . . ,0.9,1 of the skill shortages and overages.

The α-myopic policy exhibits an interesting concave behavior asshown in Figure 6(a). Even under the

best setting forα ≈ 0.4, SEO provides an increase of close to50% in profit. As explained below, capacity

level adjustments to address skill shortages and overages under the previous ITS approach tended to be

conservative and consist of relatively small values ofα. This instance of the business case then indicates

that SEO would provide an even larger increase in expected profit of around80% in comparison with the

correspondingα-myopic policy. These dramatic improvements in expected profit are related to our earlier

observations that unnecessary responses to temporary dipsin demand can be counterproductive relative to

the various cost and revenue structures of the business. Forexample, Figure 6(b) depicts significant over-

and under-staffing under the previous ITS myopic policy; refer to, e.g., skillB in Q1/Q3 and skill A in

Q1/Q4, respectively. This, in turn, entails unnecessary investment costs and reduced profit.
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Figure 6 The graphs compare supply evolution optimization and anα-myopic policy, α ∈ {0,0.1, . . . ,0.9,1}.

Skill Shortages and OveragesOTM multi-skill shortage & overage optimization provides an efficient

and accurate solution for determining the best matching of multi-skill supply resources against capacity tar-

gets in order to minimize skill shortages and overages, where there are on the order of thousands of different

skills (including different competency levels) in ITS. In the end-to-end OTM framework and methodology,

once capacity targets for each skill have been determined for each quarter via risk-based capacity planning

optimization under forecasted demand, then multi-skill shortage & overage analysis is performed against

current and future quarterly supply resources estimated via supply evolution & optimization. Using ITS data
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as part of a business case, we compare the optimal solution from the OTM multi-skill shortage & overage

capability against results from the previously used ITS approach, where multi-skill resources are simply

partitioned into individual skills based on historical averages of their skill deployment in the prior quarter

(as described in more detail in subsequent sections). A representative business case with950 employees and

307 skills shows that the OTM shortage & overage optimization yields a25% reduction in skill shortages,

42% reduction in skill overages and32% reduction in the sum of skill shortages and overages.

Skill Shortage & Overage ManagementWe have seen that the ideal capacity target output from the

risk-based optimization and the resource skill output fromthe supply evolution & optimization are both

input to the shortage & overage optimization. The resultingskill shortage and overage output is then fed

back into the risk-based capacity optimization and the supply evolution & optimization. Here, the costs

of skill capacities in the risk-based optimization should include not only the costs for maintaining these

resource capacity levels, but also the costs of achieving these resource capacity levels (e.g., the costs of hir-

ing and training decisions), which involve the outputs of both the supply evolution & optimization and the

shortage & overage optimization. Such interactions have been realized in practice by an iterative method-

ology based on these three OTM capabilities, in which the costs of hiring, training and retaining are incor-

porated into the risk-based optimization, then its output and the resources output from the supply evolution

& optimization are optimally matched by the shortage & overage optimization, whose output is in turn fed

into the supply evolution & optimization for HR investment updates. The process is then repeated until

equilibrium (steady state) is reached.

Applying this iterative OTM skills shortage & overage management capability to the above business case,

we observe that the overall end-to-end OTM solution identifies the most critical skills in which the business

needs to invest, with respect to the impact on both expected revenues through higher capacity levels and

expected costs to realize these capacity levels. Each iteration of this process adjusts business investment

decisions to move skill capacity levels to their optimum point according to the criticality of the skill. The

final OTM solution provides a200% improvement in expected profit over that obtained via the collection

of ITS approaches used prior to the OTM deployment as previously noted. On the one hand, this overall

solution yields expected revenues that are only7% below that obtained as part of the first-phase (idealized)

application of risk-based capacity planning optimizationin which the costs to realize the corresponding

ideal resource capacity targets are ignored. On the other hand, when such costs are factored into the analysis,

the idealized risk-based capacity planning solution renders an expected profit improvement of only177%

in comparison with the previous ITS approaches. The increase to relative expected profit improvements of

200% is the result of our iterative OTM skills shortage & overage management methodology.
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Business Impact

Our experience with the business impact of the worldwide deployment of the OTM suite to manage and plan

the ITS human capital supply chain has been very successful.The OTM suite serves as a central analytics

and information base for all organizations and business users within ITS, integrating information from

multiple sources and creating reports for multiple business functions. Although the final outputs of OTM

are optimal resource matchings, reports on shortages and overages, and business decision and investment

recommendations, distinct components of the integrated suite have also been independently used in practice

by different ITS business users to support various additional management and planning activities.

To track and evaluate the business impact of the OTM solutionmethodology, quarterly reviews have been

performed on a regular basis with ITS executives. These estimates of business impact are based on com-

parisons with the previous approaches employed by ITS in which linear projections were used to forecast

ongoing demand and pipeline demand (based on win probability inputs from sales representatives), first at

the level of service engagement demand and then down to the level of individual skill demand. The previous

ITS approach also consisted of partitioning the multi-skill resources among their individual skills based on

historical averages of their skill deployment in the previous quarter as being representative of their likely

skill deployment in the next quarter; e.g., if a person spent60% of their time employing skillA and 40%

of their time employing skillB last quarter, then that person was split into0.6 and0.4 of a skill A and

B resource, respectively, for the upcoming quarter. (Given the dynamics of service engagement demand,

however, this was neither an accurate representation of likely skill deployment in the next quarter nor the

best way to deploy multi-skill resources in order to minimize shortages and overages.) Then skill shortages

and overages were directly obtained as the difference between the supply and demand for each skill. This

was followed by ad hoc investment decisions to hire and trainresources in order to reduce a certain fraction

of the skill shortage and overage estimates. A relatively small fraction was typically used due to perceptions

of inaccuracies in these previous ITS approaches. In addition to its lack of OR models & methods, the pre-

vious ITS approaches resulted in a planning cycle that was very long and resource intensive. This is in stark

contrast to the deployment of OTM which supported the ability to run the OR models & methods more fre-

quently and in immediate response to unexpected events in order to accordingly adjust and fine-tune human

capital management & planning investments and strategies.

The business impact of OTM on the effective and efficient management & planning of the ITS human

capital supply chain has been significant. As part of the quarterly reviews with ITS executives, we have

consistently found the reductions in skill shortages and overages obtained from our multi-skill shortage

& overage optimization to generally fall within the range 10-80% and 30-150%, respectively, in compar-

ison with the previous approach based on historical averages. Furthermore, detailed analyses have been
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performed over the past few years to estimate and review the business impact of OTM on the ITS human

capital supply chain. These business benefits are in comparison with the corresponding results that would

have been obtained under the ITS approaches used prior to thedeployment of OTM. The methodology used

for this comparison consists of estimating the revenue and cost impact of predicted skill shortages and over-

ages as well as of the investment decisions made to address these shortages/overages, which was performed

under both OTM and the previous ITS approaches. Specifically, these business impact computations were

based on: (a) the increased costs for human resource investments and the decreased profits for lower utiliza-

tion when there were skill overages; and (b) the increased costs for hiring and training and the decreased

revenues for insufficient human resources to fulfill the demand when there were skill shortages. The initial

set of business impact comparisons reviewed with executives on a quarterly basis demonstrated that the

financial impact of OTM in its first year of deployment were above $11 million within a single quarter in

the U.S.A. alone, in terms of cost savings and increased revenue. Similar results have been obtained as part

of the worldwide OTM deployment over the past couple of yearsduring which the findings of our business

impact studies, reviewed on a quarterly basis with ITS executives, consistently demonstrated that the quar-

terly impact of combined relative cost and revenue benefits under the OTM solution were commensurate

with 2-4% of ITS quarterly revenue targets over that under the previous ITS approaches.

In addition to the impact of OTM on the ITS business, we have developed prototype implementations

of several OTM capabilities & components within IBM software platforms to support future IBM solution

engagements (both products and services) in the marketplace. We also have been and are continuing to

collaborate with various IBM product groups on the development of pilot solutions for a broad set of human

capital management & planning clients, which are fully based on the core OTM models & methods.

Although this paper focused on one particular implementation of OTM, the possibilities for using the

OTM framework and methodology in a broader application setting, beyond information technology ser-

vices, are numerous. Concepts of labor and people are central to all services organizations, and companies

in healthcare, finance and insurance, retail or public sector, are asking the very same questions addressed by

the OTM models & methods. What is the outlook for our nursing workforce 3 years from now if we keep

our current hiring, training and attrition policies? Will we have enough insurance agents with a particular

set of skills to meet product demand? How much sales can we drive with the current salesforce? How many

financial analysts should be hired next year to deliver on ourgrowth objectives? As a result, the issue of

human capital management & planning is becoming one of the most important factors on the agenda of

any CEO, and the ability to manage skills and human resourcesmore effectively and efficiently is becom-

ing the critical driver of success for most services organizations, especially those with a large number of

employees and diverse product, solution or project portfolios. Analysts research indicates that, despite the
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majority of organizations making significant financial investments in training, development and recruitment

of their people, they spend up to an additional8% of their total wages and salaries, on average, to manage

human capital issues, many of which could be avoided or turned into bottom-line contributions by using

more advanced solutions for human capital management. The integrated OTM suite is a novel first step in

this direction, and in collaboration with IBM product groups we continue to enrich our models & methods

to create a general human capital management & planning platform for a broader client base.
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